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THE STEUBENVILLE CONFERENCE SCHEDULE 
Thursday, July 31, 2014 

 
2-4 pm  Registration  ( Gentile Gallery of J.C. Williams Center, #18 campus map  ) 
 
3:15 - 4:35     Session 1  ( Gentile Gallery )  Moderator: John Groppe 
 
Msgr. James Anderson, University of St. Thomas, Houston 
 
A Comparative Study of the Creative Imagination in Newman and Maritain 
 
For Newman the imagination has the means which the pure intellect has not, of 
stimulating those powers of the mind from which action proceeds.  In the Grammar 
Newman speaks “of the normal constitution of our minds, and of the natural and rightful 
effect of the acts of imagination upon us, and this is not to create assent, but to intensify 
it.”  In comparison for Jacques Maritain, the creative imagination is not to be considered 
as something “outside” the intellect, competing with it, as it were, but rather as a vital 
instrument of the intelligence serving both in the realm of speculation and in the work of 
artistic creation. 
 
Julia Dorothy Yost, Yale Univesity 
 
 “They know it already … it is nothing new”: The Defamiliarizing Imagination in 
Newman and Hopkins 
 
 Newman thought that nineteenth-century Christians were overfamiliar with 
religious truths—that they knew such truths but did not realize them, in Newman’s 
specialized sense.  Thus, one sermon urges Christians to imagine that “there is no middle 
or neutral state for any one,” that everyone is bound for either heaven or hell, “though … 
all men seem to be in a middle state common to one and all.”  Hard to imagine!—but 
Newman delineates this prospect inexorably, realizing doctrine by defamiliarizing 
experience. 
 God sees things differently than we do.  As Newman’s protegé Hopkins put it, 
God sees “two flocks, two folds—black, white; ' right, wrong; reckon but, reck but, mind 
/ But these two.”   With reference to Parochial and Plain Sermons, The Grammar of 
Assent, and Hopkins’s epistemology, I will establish a neglected line of literary 
inheritance.  Newman’s distinctive exercise of imagination to realize doctrine by 
defamiliarizing experience inflects his own prose and his protégé’s poetics. 
 
Kevin Vaughan, College of St. Scholastica, Duluth 
 
Inhabitants of the World Invisible: Imagining Angels with John Henry Newman 
and Noel Dermot O’Donoghue 
 
The presentation proposes to compare the role of the imagination in the angelologies of 
John Henry Newman and the late Irish Carmelite theologian, Noel Dermot O’Donoghue.  
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Doing so hopes to demonstrate how O’Donoghue helps us to understand an aspect of 
Newman’s teaching that remains latent in his texts, specifically how the imagination can 
make the belief in angels, and the entire invisible world for that matter, real and present 
for Christians in this life. 
 
4:45 – 5:45   Dinner  ( Antonian Hall ) 
 
6:15 - 7:15       Opening Liturgy ( Christ the King Chapel ), Fr. Terence Henry, T.O.R. 
 
7:45 - 8:45      Plenary Session with Fr. John Ford (Gentile Gallery) intro. by Ed Miller 
 
Little Known Facts About Newman's Anglican Years, 1801-1845 
 
This power-point presentation will be interactive: the illustrated slides will pose questions 
about Newman's Anglican years; everyone in the audience will be furnished with a score 
card to keep track of their correct answers; the person with the highest score at the end of 
the presentation will be appropriately rewarded. 
 
9:15 – 10:15    End-of-Day Social (Atrium of  St. Louis / St. Elizabeth Residence) 
 
 

Friday, August 1, 2014 
 
7:15 - 8:15    Breakfast  ( Antonian Hall ) 
 
8:30 - 9:50      Session 2  ( Gentile Gallery )   Moderator: Terry Sell 
 
Robert Christie, DeVry University 
 
Imagination in Newman 
 
Newman’s imagination played a seminal role in the expression of his deepest insights and 
feelings throughout his life, as will be evidenced in significant examples from his 
writings and life.  The impact of creativity on Newman ranks equal to any strictly 
intellectual, rational influence.  In Newman, the power of the imagination, which resides 
in the aesthetic dimension of the human mind in its instinct that envisions the “whole” or 
the “big picture” of reality, is critical to theological understanding and spiritual 
development.   From such examples of his own words, the beauty of truth that he beheld 
in his imagination is to be savored. 
DeAnn Barta, Baylor University 
 
Does Matter Matter?: Newman and Coleridge on the Imagination’s (In)Dependence 
 
Coleridge’s definition of the imagination as “the living Power and prime Agent of all 
human Perception” that dissolves and unifies thought is nearly echoed in what Newman 
says of the “illative imagination”. Despite similarities in their descriptions of the 
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imaginative power itself, Newman’s and Coleridge’s theories diverge when they reflect 
on that power’s relation to matter. Does the imagination primarily assimilate the data we 
receive through our senses, or can it directly intuit the forms themselves, without matter’s 
mediation? My paper will examine what these two authors say about how essential matter 
is to imagination. 
 
Thomas Kudzma, retired professor, Laconia, NH 
 
Newman’s “Gerontius”: A Synthesis of Faith and Imagination 
  
Although the Dream of Gerontius has been scanned to death in poetry classes, or listened 
to in its complex musical setting by Edward Elgar in 1900, this paper studies Newman’s 
thoughts and influences antecedent to his writing his masterpiece in 1865.  The presenter 
concludes that Newman, through his imagination, here summarized much of his Faith, 
leading to recent studies of its theological content. 
 
10:15-11:35    Session 3  ( Gentile Gallery )  Moderator: David Deavel 
 
Caesar Montevecchio, Mercyhyurst University, Erie PA 
 
Newman and Ricoeur on Imagination and the Implications for the Development of 
Doctrine 
 
Newman’s understanding of doctrinal development includes three shortcomings: 
irreversibility, over-reliance on authority, and lack of appreciation for pluralism.  These 
shortcomings can be traced to Newman’s romantic theory of imagination.  Newman was 
correct to identify the role of imagination in the reflective process of doctrinal 
development, but a different sense of imagination is required that can allay concerns 
about unfettered relativism yet truly open to historicity and pluralism.  A hermeneutical 
understanding of imagination, such as Paul Ricoeur’s, provides such a view.  Ricouer’s 
theory of imagination incorporates tradition as its own control, but opens tradition 
necessarily to historical contextuality and plurality. 
 
Bernadette Waterman Ward, University of Dallas 
 
Wordsworth and Newman’s Rational Imagination 
 
Newman cited the work of the founder of English Romanticism, William Wordsworth, as 
a key component in his religious development.  Romanticism is often associated 
with irrational emotional indulgence, and Newman is sometimes accused of irrational 
leaps of faith.  But such associations miss the point.  Both Newman and Wordsworth 
insist on the active role of the imagination in rational knowledge, which does not arise 
without active participation of the will. The imaginative element in perception is, for both 
the poet and Newman, the root of the reasoning without which it is impossible to proceed 
to love.  
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Joseph Keefe, Pontifical University of the Holy Cross, Rome 
 
The intellectual difficulty of imagining and realizing Emmanuel”: Newman’s 
Concept of Realization Applied to the Mystery of Jesus Christ 
 
Blessed John Henry Newman developed the idea of "realization" as an act of the religious 
imagination. When applied to the mystery of Jesus Christ, it is the gradual assimilation 
and self-appropriation of the Image of Christ through religious devotion and the 
meditation of Scripture. It is a deeply personal act, and can therefore produce a stronger 
or weaker vision of Jesus in the soul, based on the dispositions of the individual subject. 
Realization is often called into play when the mind must engage seemingly conflicting 
images or ideas, as is the mystery of Christ as both God and man. 
 
11:45 - 12:45 Lunch  ( Antonian Hall )  
 
1:00 - 2:20   Session 4  ( Gentile Gallery )  Moderator: Bernadette Ward 
 
David Paul Deavel, University of St. Thomas, St. Paul, MN 
 
Liturgical Imagination and Liturgical Reform in Newman:  Hints from the 
Tractarians for Catholic Liturgical Reformers 
  
Newman and the original Tractarians were more cautious about recovering Catholic 
sacramental and liturgical ritual than the next generation of catholicizing Anglican 
“ritualists” or “advanced ritualists.” While Newman and his colleagues were no less 
desirous of re-catholicizing Anglican practice, they were, however, set upon first 
achieving the proper theological and spiritual mind, indeed theological and spiritual 
imagination, in order to provide a firm basis for ritual reform. In a truly ecumenical spirit, 
I will examine Newman's Anglican liturgical reform, concentrating on 
imagination and practices, as a model for contemporary Catholics desirous of reforming 
current liturgy and recovering lost treasures. 
 
Eric Lafferty, St. Louis University 
 
Origin and Application of Newman’s Scriptural Imagination 
 
The Anglican Newman was a strong advocate of the indispensable role the allegorical 
interpretation of Scripture should retain in exegesis. This talk will explore the origins of 
Newman’s scriptural imagination, investigating how his reading of the Early Church 
shaped his allegorical method. Special attention will be given to Newman’s imagination 
at work in addressing the Old Testament figures Moses, Joshua, and Elisha, each of 
which are dealt with explicitly by  sermons preserved in SSD and PPS. 
 
Ryan Womack, Baylor University 
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The Soil for Seeds of Doctrine: Imagination in the Spiritual Autobiographies of 
John Henry Newman, Edmund Gosse, and G.K. Chesterton 
 
"Throughout John Henry Newman’s Apologia Pro Vita Sua, Edmund Gosse’s Father and 
Son, and G.K. Chesterton’s Orthodoxy, imagination centers their intellectual conversions; 
for Newman and Chesterton, this means Christian orthodoxy, while for Gosse this means 
aestheticism and atheism. The authors look back at the aestheticism and positivism of the 
Victorian era and possess interesting critiques of each—Gosse of the era’s clash between 
science, biblical criticism, and fundamental Christianity, and Chesterton with skepticism 
in an age of knowledge. My essay hopes to show how in the three authors—Newman, 
Chesterton, and Gosse—imagination informs their theology or atheology" 
 
2:40 - 4:00   Session 5  ( Gentile Gallery )  Moderator: Richard Liddy  
 
David P. Delio, Our Lady of Holy Cross College, New Orleans 
 
Image, Imaging and Imagining: Developing Newman's Imagination 
 
Newman’s view of imagination will be contrasted with other philosophers and 
theologians who both preceded and followed him, e.g., Aristotle, Locke, Kant, and 
Dewey or Tracy.  It will be argued that Newman’s view of imagination, while rich in 
texture and application, requires further development.  Following a brief etymological 
and historical treatment of the term image/imagination in various thinkers who preceded 
or followed Newman, an overview of his notion of imagination follows.   The suggestion 
is made that the notions of image, imaging, and imagining are distinct movements in the 
imagination.  Looking at these notions both individually and collectively will aid in 
possibly developing a further appreciation of Newman’s view and some possible insights 
how the term imagination could be used today. 
 
Dwight A. Lindley, Hillsdale College, Michigan 
 
Newman as Hamlet: Mimetic Self-Understanding in the Apologia Pro Vita Sua 
 
Newman alludes to Hamlet several times in his autobiography, leading the reader to 
compare his own narrative arc to that of Shakespeare’s protagonist. The question is what 
to make of this connection? A reception history of the Newman/Hamlet analogy shows 
that the Apologia’s first readers accepted his allusion unthinkingly, but later generations 
became aware of it, then began to distrust it, as a sign of Newman’s dishonest self-
fashioning. I argue that, from within Newman’s own understanding of the mind as 
analogical and mimetic, the allusions not only make sense, but reveal important aspects 
of the way we understand ourselves 
 
Rev. Anthony Hita, Western PA Annual Conference of the UMC 
 
A Tale of Two Johns: A Conversation in Grace and Faith in Wesley and Newman 
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Though they lived at different times, John Newman and John Wesley came from 
remarkably similar circumstances.  Both were Anglican Priests, both preached in the 
same pulpit during University, and both became dissatisfied with the state of the 
Anglican Church at the time.  Though their paths diverged, Newman adopting 
Catholicism, and Wesley founding Methodism, the early theology of both men opens the 
door for conversation between their spiritual descendants today.   This talk is an 
exploration of the crossroads of ideas between two spiritual titans, particularly exploring 
Newman's "University Sermons" and Wesley's sermons on several occasions. 
 
5:00  pm   Liturgy  ( Christ the King Chapel ), Bishop Jeffrey M. Monforton 
 
6:15 - 7:30    Conference Banquet  ( Gentile Gallery ) 
 
8:00 - 9:00  Newman Friday Night Live (Gentile Gallery)   Host:  John Connolly 
 
9:15  - 10:15    End-of-Day Social (Atrium of  St. Louis / St. Elizabeth Residence) 
 

Saturday, August 2, 2014 
 
7:00 - 8:00  Breakfast  ( Antonian Hall ) 
 
8:15 - 9:00    Morning Mass ( Conference Center Chapel ) 
 
9:15 - 10:35    Session 6  ( Gentile Gallery )  Moderator: Robert Christie 
 
Brian W. Hughes, University of Saint Mary, Kansas 
 
Newman and the Paradoxical Nature of Christian Joy 
 
In many respects, Pope Francis’ call to overcome spiritual sterility and renew 
contemporary Christianity requires attending to a transformative, spirit-filled joy. I 
contend that not only did Newman agree with this, but in many ways, he anticipated Pope 
Francis concerns, diagnoses, and suggested solutions that one finds in the Exhortation. To 
this end, I propose to explore Newman’s view of religious or Christian joy. Specifically, 
the paper will show 1) how joy pertains to the Indwelling of the Spirit; 2) how joy differs 
in critical respects from “happiness,” and 3) how, for the Christian, joy remains 
intimately tied to suffering and the imagination, thereby displaying a paradoxical 
character.  
 
Sr. Mary Carroll, SSSF,  Sacred Heart School of Theology, Hales Corners 
 
John Henry Newman and Therese of Lisieux: Religious Imagination and Real 
Assent  
 
Within a month of Newman’s death, Therese of Lisieux was to make her profession 
within an obscure  French Carmelite convent.  John Henry Newman and Therese of 
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Lisieux are two giants of the nineteenth-century but they would claim to be ordinary 
people responding to God. What was their secret?  Were they more conscious of a vivid 
unseen divine reality to which they gave more than a notional assent?  How does one 
move from a conceptual sense of God to a felt presence? In  answering these questions, 
the presentation will (1) contrast and compare both to suggest the variety and singularity, 
(2) examine how Newman’s notional and real (imaginative) theory may be applicable to 
both and (3) suggest imaginative exercises for one’s own life.   
 
Msgr. Richard Liddy, Seton Hall University 
 
Newman and Lonergan on Imagination 
 
This talk will focus on the diverse meanings of "imagination" in Newman and Bernard 
Lonergan.  In Newman it has a rich meaning and is connected to his reflections on the 
illative sense and real assent.  Lonergan, who called Newman "my fundamental mentor 
and guide," sets out a theoretical account of human interiority and thus is able to 
distinguish various functions of imagination and both its positive and negative 
contributions to authentic human knowing. 
 
11:00 – 12:20 Session 7  ( Gentile Gallery )  Moderator: Gerard McCarren 
 
Fr. Edward J. Enright, O.S.A., Merrimack College 
 
The Interpretation of the Letter to the Hebrews in Victorian Sermon Literature: 
John Henry Newman and Charles Haddon Spurgeon 
                                                                    
How did John Henry Newman and Charles Haddon Spurgeon use imagination in the 
interpretation of three verses of the Letter to the Hebrews in specific sermons?  After 
introducing the somewhat unfamiliar Spurgeon, this study will open with a brief outline 
of the Letter to the Hebrews, followed by how Newman uses imagination in the 
interpretation of selected verses in the Letter to the Hebrews.  Then Charles Haddon 
Spurgeon’s use of imagination in the interpretation of these same selected verses of the 
Letter to the Hebrews will be presented.  The conclusion will compare the two 
interpretations by these two Victorian preachers.  
 
Elizabeth H. Farnsworth, University of Dayton 
 
Music of the Spheres: Music as Metaphor in the Theology of John Henry Newman 
and Louis Bouyer  
 
J.H. Newman and Louis Boyer (1913–2004) both use musical metaphors to express 
complex theological ideas.  In his Idea of a University, Newman argues that "music is the 
expression of ideas greater and more profound than any in the visible world, ideas which 
centre, indeed, in Him whom Catholicism manifests, who is the seat of all beauty, order, 
and perfection whatever."  Bouyer's work introduces a modern take on the traditional 
Musica universalis, an ancient tradition of explaining the cosmological order using the 
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language of musical harmony.  This presentation explores how these two Oratorians 
utilize musical language in their theological reasoning. 
 
Matthew Muller. St. Louis University 
 
Imagination and Learning: the formation of imagination in Newman's University 
 
This paper analyzes the Idea of a University with regard to the function of imagination. 
The first part deals with the way Newman understood the imagination by analyzing the 
way he used the term in various contexts. Four characteristics of imagination are 
identified. The second part then turns to Newman's educational writings and argues that, 
in light of the first section, the Idea of a University warrants consideration as a text about 
the function and formation, positively and negatively, of imagination. 
 
12:30 - 1:00    Lunch ( Antonian Hall ) 
 
Two Postscripts: 
 
(1)  For those departing before lunch on Saturday, it remains to be determined if box 
lunches can be provided earlier on Saturday or at all.  Be alert to any announcement that 
Convention Chair Ed Miller will make at the Friday evening banquet. 
 
(2) For those wishing a University-sponsored shuttle ride to the Pittsburgh airport on 
Saturday, be alert to any announcements sometime on Friday concerning this 
arrangement.   I and/or people helping me will solicit from you airport departure 
information, although what you submitted on your registration form will be considered 
primary.  FYI, the University contact person for the shuttle support is Bobby Aborn, 740-
284-5878 
 


